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"Look, this is a good way to hold the hammer/' "That's
the way to hit the nail on the head/' The school and home
may help by providing space and freedom for activity, ma-
terial to use, and other children with whom to work and
pky.
Materials and Equipment. — The home environment has
already been discussed. The school environment at its best
should resemble an ideal home environment. There should
be enough floor space to allow freedom of movement. Inter-
ference with others' activity is sure to occur in a limited
space. The desks or chairs should be movable so that they
may be arranged in small groups and put to one side in order
to give space for dramatization or games. A work bench in
one corner equipped with small-sized standard tools and
boards and nails gives opportunity for acquiring skill in
woodwork. A cupboard, or at least a folder for each child's
work is essential. "A place for everything" helps to build
up habits of neatness and orderliness, A covered jar for
clay, and individual boards on which to do modeling, cov-
ered jars of paint, crayons, paper, and printing sets are good
constructive material. A sand table lined with zinc may be
filled with water at times and used for water play. In view
of the importance of the physical environment in evoking
desirable responses on the part of the children, a guide to
materials and equipment for elementary schools * is an im-
portant reference book for teachers.
Additions to the room or playground which furnish beauty
and opportunities lor activity at odd moments should be
supplied. Ferns and other growing plants make the room
more healthful and beautiful. One teacher kept her two
window sills banked with potted plants which blossomed in
their season. In the fall chrysanthemums held sway. In the
early spring, tulip buds opened and bloomed until Easter
vacation. Attractive books on different subjects and of
different degrees of difficulty on tables invite browsing. An
aquarium is a source of pleasure to primary children. The
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